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the play Científcas: pasado, presente y futuro (women scientists: past, present and future)
was premiered in march 2016 at the Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingeniería Informática
at the university of seville (spain). fve lecturers and researchers – Isabel Fernández,
maría del Carmen Romero, Adela muñoz, Clara Grima and maría José Jiménez –
performed the roles of Hypatia of alexandria, Ada Lovelace, marie Curie,
Rosalind Franklin and Hedy Lamarr, respectively.
the idea had frst been foated a few months before. Francisco Vega,
a laboratory technician at the university, thought it would be good
if his daughter and other girls had female role models in the world of science,
so they wouldn’t feel that science was not for them just because they were girls.
and he also wanted his son and other boys to learn about women in science.
after all, scientifc progress is achieved by all sorts of people,
regardless of gender, age, race or nationality.
after several months working on the script, choosing costumes and images,
and with help from lots of people, we put on the frst performance.
what we thought would be a one-off event became two, then three. and here we still
are, putting on the show almost four years later. we’ve even won a prize or two!
maría del Carmen Escámez, at the university of seville’s scientifc cultural and innovation
centre (UCC+i) suggested we create a comic to make our work accessible to those
unable to attend the live show. we approached raquel gu, a talented illustrator,
and she produced the marvellous work you are about to read.
we hope you enjoy this comic... and learn a lot from it.

HYpatia,

there was once a woman in Alexandria by the name of
whose achievements
in both science and literature far surpassed those of the philosophers of the age.
a successor to the school of plato and plotinus, she explained the principles of philosophy
to her listeners, many of whom travelled vast distances to learn from her.

hi!
i’m hypatia and i was born
in alexandria more than
1,600 years ago!

when i was born, alexandria was a
fascinanting city. it had a lighthouse,
the frst in the world, and a library
that contained every single last one
of the important books of the era.

you’re probably thinking
“you don’t look bad for someone
who’s more than 1,600 years old!”...
but i died a while ago and,
say what you like about death,
it certainly stops
the ageing process!

i loved visiting
the library. my father,
Theon, was the director
and my mother was
a music teacher.
they decided i should be
educated at the library.

you won’t believe it
but in my time girls weren’t
allowed to go to school!
how dumb is that?

fortunately my parents
were sensible people
who wanted me
to learn.

and where better than
in the library with my dad!
he was a brilliant philosopher,
mathematician and astronomer.
just like me!

well, not just like me because according to
the historians i outshone him, interpreting
mathematical texts with great insight.
i made some really interesting discoveries
about the orbits of the planets,
I invented instruments... and a few more things
that i’ll tell you about now...

this is one of my inventions:
it’s a hydrometer and
it measures the relative
density of liquids...

...and this is a device to distil water.
it’s a bit more modern than the one
i invented but there are no
pictures of mine...
...and this is
my favourite!
it’s called an
astrolabe.
what a mouthful!

it turns out that fnding stars
isn’t just fun; it’s also
very useful...

it comes from the greek
‘astrolabos’.
‘astro’ means ‘star’
and ‘labos’ means
‘fnder’, so an astrolabe
is a star fnder.

...for example, a long
time ago, before clocks
had been invented,
people used the stars
to tell the time.
...and it had lots
of other uses too.
it was a really
sophisticated
device...
i didn’t actually
invent it
– but i helped to
perfect it.
thanks to me,
it was
much better!

as well as inventing things, i wrote books.
most of them have been lost
and that’s a shame because they were
really interesting...

...YES, PHILOSOPHY TOO BECAUSE,
JUST LIKE maths and astronomy,
it teaches us to think, to understand
the world around us, to try
to improve it with our ideas.

back in my day, people raved about them,
and my readers learned a lot
i also gave classes in mathematics,
astronomy and PHILOSOPHY...

i taught some very
important people:
nobles, politicians,
commanders... some of
them ruled alexandria...

they said i was calm, sensible, intelligent...
but not everyone agreed. there were some who
weren’t keen on a woman having so much power...

...and when
they had
to take
important
decisions,
they sought
my advice.

...but i didn’t care.
i was happy doing research, learning –
and helping others to learn.
i dedicated my life to that.

i used to say:

“reserve your right to think, for even
to think wrongly is better than
not to think at all.”

i don’t want to sound
immodest...

...but that’s
one hell
of a quote.
don’t forget it!

in the end, the wonderful library
of alexandria disappeared.
the odd book-burning,
a couple of wars,
a siege or two...

... and as nobody had invented computers
or the internet, we couldn’t store all
the information in the cloud...

not that kind
of cloud!

how different the world would be without creative people!
people with imagination, prepared to follow their ideas, their dreams,
their hopes... people with a touch of magic. people like this woman,
born in london at the beginning of the 19th century:

ada lovelace.

hi!
i’m ada!

what’s up?
why the long faces?

you were expecting
a magic show?

i’ll get
my coat...

i’m not a magician
but that doesn’t mean
i can’t do “magic”.
just not the kind that
you need a wand
to perform...

...because
getting machines
to do things
on their own, like
computers can...
nowadays, almost all the machines
we use need a computer program to
make them work. this program is
what we call software.

...is
pretty
magical!

and do you know what software is?

it’s what we use in our
tablets, computers
or smartphones... everything
we do with them depends
on a program.

so you could say
i was the frst person
in the world to write
a program to run on a
computer... and that

was more than 175
years ago!

this computer
was called an

analytical engine.

it was designed by my tutor, teacher and
friend, charles babbage, this serious-looking
man who was a mathematician and an engineer.

it
was

huge!

he decided to create
a calculating machine
because in those days...
...people
did sums
by hand!

the machine could perform numerical
operations, and i was one of the few
people who understood how.
i understood it
so well that i
thought of a way
of instructing it
to perform
calculations.

charles and some
friends called me
the number charmer,
not because i was
a mathematician...

...although
i was...
...but because
i realized
a machine
like that
could do
more than
just add
and subtract.

it could perform
complex
calculations.
and even create
art and music.

i love music!
and dancing!

ada! what on
earth are
you doing?

this is no
way to
behave!

hypatia! don’t be so
old fashioned!
scientists are
allowed to dance,
too!

anyway, i had art in my blood...
did i tell you my father was Lord byron?
his full name was george gordon byron.

give it a go!
it’s fun!

you’re right!
this is groovy!

he was a really famous romantic poet.
and handsome, too, wouldn’t you say?

my mother,
annabella,
knew a lot
about algebra,
geometry and
astronomy;
and she drew
up quite the
curriculum
for me...

let’s see if i still remember it by heart:
arithmetic, reading, writing, drawing, french,
music, geometry, history...
...and handcrafts!

i loved machines so much that,
when i was 12, i designed a fying horse,
with two huge wings powered
by a steam engine!

NO!

but my mother
wouldn’t let me
build it because
she said it could
distract me from
my studies.

some time later, a couple of guys
called stringfellow and henson
patented a design that was
very similar to mine...

...and it went on to provide
the basis for the design
of modern airplanes.
so i’m sure
my fying horse
would have been
a huge success!

but what i’m most famous for
in the world of science is this book
about my friend charles’s
analytical engine, where i explain
how the “program” i wrote operates.

whenever you use
a computer, a tablet
or a mobile phone,
just remember...

... the
instructions
that make it
work were
frst described
by me way back
in the 19TH
century!

at the end of the 19TH century, paris was the capital of the world: a capital of art and culture,
with impressionist painters, writers such as zola, innovative architecture like the eiffel tower,
and the magic of cinematography, with the lumière brothers...
and there were also two other people who made paris the capital of science: pierre and

marie curie.

hi!
i’m maria skŁodowska
and i was born in warsaw,
the capital of poland,
more than 150 years ago.

i didn’t become marie curie...

...until i met
my husband,
pierre curie.

when i was 24, i had to go
to france because in warsaw
women weren’t allowed to
attend university.
i was really happy in paris
because it meant i could
study phisics!
i don’t look very happy
in this photo, do i?
that’s because in my day
having your photo taken
was a serious business.
and i was wearing a corset,
which was very
uncomfortable!

i graduated in physics and mathematics
with such good grades that they gave me
a grant to study magnetism...
...about how
opposite
poles
attract.

well, this pole was certainly attracted to
pierre curie, who was an expert in magnetism...

...and the attraction between us was so strong...
that we never separated!

after we married, i decided to investigate some
mysterious rays that had just been discovered.

pierre helped me
by constructing this
quartz piezo
electrometer for me to
do my experiments with.

voilà!

the frst thing
i did was invent
a name for
those rays:

i knew more about radioactivity than anybody else,
and they gave me the nobel prize in physics, with
my husband, pierre curie, and henri becquerel,
the man who discovered it.

i was the frst
woman to win
the prize,
and they nearly
didn’t give
it to me – just
because i was
a woman!

then, just when everything
was perfect, pierre died.
i was devastated, but i carried on
with my research.

i was the frst woman to teach
at the university of paris in
over 600 years. i even
appeared in the press!

and a few years later i fell
in love again. his name was paul,
he’d been a student of pierre.
and he had an impressive moustache.

i was the frst person ever
to win two nobel prizes.
and for a long time i was
the only person to do so. they made me director
of the radium institute in paris but when we were
just about to open our doors, in 1914...

they gave me another nobel prize,
this time just for me, for
discovering two new chemical
elements: radium and polonium.

i named the second one after
my country, poland.

...a terrible war broke out:
the frst world war.

so i decided to help my adopted
homeland, france. how?

you know what an x-ray machine is, don’t you?
the ones they use to see if you’ve got
a broken bone. i installed some in vans...

...i learned to drive, and i went to the front
to take x-rays so the surgeons could...

...easily fnd the bullets in
wounded soldiers. my eldest
daughter, irene, accompanied me,
even though she was only 17.
in our honour, the soldiers
called our vans les petites curies:
the little curies.

DURING the war, my daughter
irene also found time to study
physics at the university of paris.
she became a scientist, like me,
and helped me in the laboratory.

the years went by
and she won a
nobel prize with
her husband,
frédéric joliot...

...just like
pierre and me.

you probably think all my
family were scientists and
nobel prize winners, don’t you?
well, my youngest daughter,
ève, didn’t want anything
to do with science.

...ève was a great pianist
and she went on to become a
journalist and a writer.
want to know a secret?
i’m not famous because
of what i did or what
i discovered. my fame is
really due to a lovely
book that ève wrote
about me.

as you’ve seen,
my life was full
of dramatic
events.
and i hope
yours will
be too.

this scientist was born in london in 1920 and her discoveries
would change the lives of her contemporaries and of the generations
to come. during her life she never received the recognition she deserved
and even now she isn’t remembered for her greatest achievement but
if you read on, you’ll learn some very interesting things about her. meet

rosalind franklin.

hi, i’m rosalind
franklin, and i’m
famous for having
taken a photo...
...but not
with this
camera!

this is the picture, the famous photo 51.
i took it using a technique called
x-ray crystallography, and it
enabled two scientists of the era
to describe the molecular model of dna.

what a lot of technical words!

crystallography!

dna!

x-rays!

molecular!

x-ray crystallography is an
instrumental method that allows us
to see what solids are like inside.
have you ever had an x-ray at the
hospital? well, it’s a bit like that.
they take “an x-ray photograph”
and that’s more or less what
happens with x-ray crystallography:
photographs of the inside
of a solid structure.

and do you know
what dna is?

dna is like an instruction manual that we
carry around in each of our cells,
which tells those cells how they should
“manufacture” us: what colour of eyes
to give us, what hair colour we’ll have...

... if we’ll be
tall or short...

this is what a dna
molecule looks like.

have you
ever seen a
dna molecule?
in a drawing,
obviously,
because you
can’t see dna
with the
naked eye...

i’m sure a lot of you have seen
this drawing. nowadays, almost
everyone knows this is what a dna
molecule looks like. two twisting
strips joined by “rungs”:
a double helix.
everyone knows that now, but before
i took photo 51, nobody had a clue.
the “bright sparks” of the time
thought there would be three strips...

...until i came along with
my photo and: bingo!
they realized there
were only two strips.

the guys who used my photo (without my permission) and described
dna... received the nobel prize. i was already dead by then so they couldn’t
have given it to me anyway (like they say, “you’ve got to be in it to win it”).

but i also did lots of other
really interesting, important
things for science that had
nothing to do with dna.

it’s a pity most people
don’t know about it,
but what really matters
is that i enjoyed myself
doing research, which
was what i liked most.

i studied chemistry at the university of cambridge and
you’ll probably be surprised by what i’m about to tell you:
when i fnished they didn’t gave me a degree because...

...back then, cambridge didn’t give degrees to women!
can you believe that? crazy, right?
they awarded it to me later.

coal is very important in wars. why? well, coal is
a form of carbon and it can be used to make flters
for gas masks. so i studied why some types of coal
were better than others at fltering gas...
if you want to know how porous coal is
you have to know how many “tunnels” it has
and how far they go. you can test this by
seeing how far different liquids or gases
travel through the coal.

some liquids or gases won’t travel
far because their molecules are
too large to pass through
the small tunnels. that happens
with water, for example...

...but if we use helium, for
example, which has very small
molecules, then it can go
through all the tunnels...
and that’s what i discovered!

by the time i fnished my studies,
in 1941, my country was fghting the
second world war and i wanted to
help with my research, so i joined
a coal research centre.

i was the frst one to use helium
to measure the porosity of coal –
a technique that is still used today.

i did my phd
about it at
cambridge
and then
i went to paris
to carry on
doing research
into coal.

but c’est la vie! i spent more than
nine years working with coal and
only three with dna but in the end
most people only remember me
for photo 51.

those were the best years of my life.
in paris, studying coal,
i designed the x-ray techniques
that would later allow me
to take photo 51.

unfortunately, cancer cut short my
career while i was still young, maybe
caused by taking all those x-rays
without the right protection.
it’s different now:
there are lots of
protective measures
in place.

i used to say that science and life should not be separated.
i refused to be separated from it when i was alive
and i promise you that each and every one of my discoveries,
large or small, made me very happy.

some people’s lives are full of drama. they pass through the world
like a shooting star, leaving a trail of light behind them.
one such person – a pioneer in very different felds and a free spirit – was

hedy lamarr.
hi! i’m hedy,
hedy lamarr...
guess what
i do!

i’m a movie star...
and not just any
old movie star!

i’m famous (among other
things) for having been
“the most beautiful woman
in the history of the movies”.

you think that’s a big deal?
well, i’ve done much more
interesting things than that...
but let’s start at the beginning!

my real name was hedwig eva maria kiesler and i was born in vienna on the 9TH of november 1914.
more than 100 years ago! do you know what’s celebrated on that date? it’s international inventor’s day
and the date was chosen in my honour... and not because i was beautiful or an actress!

ever since i was little
i had two great passions:
engineering and the movies.
engineering!

movies!

engineering!

movies!

when i was 15, i went to germany and became
a movie actress, but my parents weren’t so keen.
i met an older man, friedrich mandl, a rich arms
manufacturer who was always sending me gifts
and fowers... and i married him.

i think
i’m making
a big

mistake...
i had to accompany him whenever he socialized
with his business partners... they were always
going on about how diffcult it was to guide
a torpedo without the enemy intercepting it.

blah,
blah

blah,
blah
blah,
blah

...so i learned all sorts of things.
i lived a life of luxury but my husband
wanted to keep me all to himself,
and i’m my own boss! so one day
i grabbed a load of jewels...

i listened, smiled
and asked them
questions. i was
really interested
- but not because
i was into war.
it was the
engineering that
fascinated me...

...and i climbed out of the bathroom window!
i went from vienna to paris by car,
then from paris to london.
there i caught a boat to... the united states!

on the boat to the states, i met a
fellow passenger: a certain mr mayer,
owner of metro goldwyn mayer.
he hired me as an
actress, opening the
doors of hollywood
for me. i went on to
star in lots of flms...

...good and bad... maybe your
grandparents remember samson
and delilah. it was quite a hit!
when i wasn’t shooting,
i liked to invent things, but they
asked me to keep it secret...
back then, people didn’t think
women should dedicate
themselves to engineering...
...they said it was
“men’s business”.
have you ever heard
anything so ridiculous?

you’ll probably remember that my husband’s
partners used to talk about how diffcult
it was to guide torpedoes without the
enemy intercepting them.
torpedoes are guided using radio waves
that travel at a given frequency.
and if the enemy fnds the frequency we use
to guide the torpedo, then it’s game over!

then the usa entered the
second world war, and i
wanted to help the country
that had taken me in.

hah!

gotcha!

i thought of a way of dealing with that and a friend, george
antheil, a composer, helped me to work out the details.

the idea was that both the
torpedo and the “remote
control” directing it would
regularly change frequency
at the same time.

maybe it’s easier to
explain with an example.

imagine you want to talk to a friend and you don’t want
anyone else to understand what you’re saying.
if someone listens to you and you are speaking english...

...they’ll understand you.
but if you agree to speak
spanish for 5 seconds,
then french for 6 seconds,
then russian for 3 seconds...
the eavesdropper won’t be
able to tune in to all those
different languages.

george and me invented a
system like that and it’s called:

we proposed it to the us government
but they didn’t show much interest.
back then it was a bit complicated
to actually make.

it would be
another 20
years before
somebody
took my idea
and started
to use it...

...and it
would be a
loooong time
before people
recognized
that my idea
was truly
revolutionary.

frequency-hopping spread spectrum.

because mobile phones,
wif, bluetooth and
lots of other things
are based on the idea
that me and my friend
george came up with.

that’s why
they call me
the
grandmother
of wif...
but have you
ever seen
such a
glamorous
granny?

in the past, very few women
were scientists because

...and the few
there were had to
make lots of
sacrifces.

they weren’t allowed
to be...
luckily, nowadays
a woman can be a
scientist and lead
a normal life!

it’s possible
to be a scientist
and have a life
with hobbies,
a family...

just
like us!

now we’re going to tell you a bit about

you’re probably
wondering, what’s
the use of science?

our work.

science is all around us,
in everything we do.
for example, in sport.

imagine you’re a tennis player and you
want to improve your backhand, which
is your weakest stroke. so you record
yourself in training to see what
you’re doing wrong...

...but the training session
is three hours long. if only
the computer could pick out
all the backhands in those
three hours of video.
how can it recognize them without
confusing them with forehands?
i’ve developed an algorithm that enables
the computer to identify each
different stroke!

thanks to science, athletes can
improve their performance!

ada always said that
computers would be able to
do more than just perform
simple calculations!

i’m a computer engineer: i do research into
how to solve problems using artifcial intelligence.

one of the areas i’m interested in
is called affective computing, which is
used to create applications for tablets,
smartphones and other devices which
can identify if you feel anxious...

...stressed or sad, by analysing your face, your voice or your heartbeat.
then, using artifcial intelligence, the application performs
actions to help you relax and feel better.
this has lots of potential uses in health and well-being.

but don’t
assume we only
work on an idea
if it has an
immediate
application...

for example,

...sometimes we just
want to understand
the things we see
around us...

why are soap bubbles always round?

is it because
we make them by blowing
through a straw with
a circular hole?

will they come
out as cubes
if we use a
straw with
a square hole?

well, look at that!
they’re still round!

it turns out that a sphere is the best way
to enclose the air inside a bubble
because it has the smallest surface area.

and that’s what i do:
i try to fnd out why some
surfaces that appear
naturally take the shape
they do instead of
another one.

and that’s the great thing about science:
you ask one question but you end up
discovering the answers to all sorts
of other completely different ones!

but the really cool thing is that, although we do
this out of curiosity, in the end these properties
of soap bubbles or other similar surfaces can be
used in architecture to make roofs that
are light but very strong.

that’s exactly what happened to me!
i was working on some structures
called voronoi diagrams.

in addition to research, i’m
also a science communicator.
that means i talk about science
to the general public.
on tv, the radio, in the press...

as part of my communication work
i met a biologist, luisma escudero,
and we realized that my research
helped explain the shape of some
of the cells in our bodies...

...and we discovered
a new geometric shape,
the scutoid.
isn’t it cool?
well... it wasn’t just the two of us,
it was teamwork, with more
mathematicians, biologists,
computer scientists, a physicist...

that whole idea that people
who do science are really
boring and work on their
own in a laboratory couldn’t
be further from the truth.

scientists almost always work
with colleagues, often
from other countries...

for example, i work at a
european research centre in france...

...where scientists from lots of different
countries come to do research and everyone
works on their own projects.

i study catalysts, which is a fancy name
for the special dust they put in car
exhaust pipes to cut pollution.

but you know what we love
most about our work
as scientists?

it’s that feeling
you get when you
fnally...

...and that’s the other fun
part of our job:
we travel all over the world.

...fnd the solution to the problem
you’ve been working on for ages!

it’s like putting
the last piece in
a jigsaw puzzle.

a real thrill!

so if you like what you’ve heard, if you want to know more
and aren’t afraid of a little bit of hard work, you could
become a scientist too... and if not, then tell maría Jose!
want to know why she ended up becoming a mathematician?
go on mary Jo, tell them!

at high school
i liked all the science
subjects but in the
last year a former
student came and
spoke to us.
she’d already started
a maths degree...

so now you know a little bit about us:

fve scientists, fve researchers
at the university of seville.

...and she told me it
was super diffcult.
“don’t do it,
it’s impossible”
she warned me.

mathematician

mathematician

chemist

...and i thought to myself:
“i’m sure i can handle it!”
so i tried and found out...
that i could!

mathematician

computer
engineer

we’ve told you about
hypatia of alexandria,
ada lovelace,
marie curie,
rosalind franklin
and hedy lamarr.

they are

the past

but
we’re

the present

the best
is still to
come!

you
represent
the future!

one spring day in 2015, paco saw a poster advertising a series of lectures about women scientists
that was being held at the university of seville... and he had an idea. adela was one of the speakers.
clara, isa, maría del carmen and maría josé all worked in the same centre as paco.
to turn his idea into a reality, paco contacted all of them...

...and that’s how women in science: past, present and future came about.
this could be a good
idea for a play!
then my daughter
and her friends
could see it!

hi, adela! i’ve had an idea
you might be interested in!

i should talk to
maría josé jiménez?
thanks, clara!

hi, maría
josé!

and instead of
actresses, we
could get real
scientists to
play the parts!

i’m going to make
a few phone calls!
okay, let’s focus on hypatia of
alexandria, ada lovelace, marie
curie, rosalind franklin and hedy
lamarr, and we can start
on the script.

maría del carmen,
could your friend raúl
take care of the poster?
will he come and help us
with the rehearsals?

at our frst performance
the main theatre was
full to bursting point!
it was amazing!
but best of all was
when we asked:

“does anyone have
any questions?”

maría
del carmen!

hi, isa!

okay!

yes!

historical and scientifc
research. costume designers,
hairdressers, rehearsals...
is that everything?

we’ve got loads of
friends, relatives and
colleagues at the
university who’ll be
happy to help us
put on
the frst show!

we thought it
would all end
there, on the
11TH of march 2016,
but
women scientists:
past present,
and future
is still here!

1. people at work.
Draw people doing different jobs. you can draw people working at home or in an offce;
in a factory or working with the public. try to include some jobs that are related to
science, technology and engineering.
2. women in science quiz.
team up with three or four fellow students and play this science-themed quiz:
http://institucional.us.es/cientifcas/en/
3. meeting women scientists from the past.
hypatia of alexandria, marie curie, rosalind franklin, hedy lamarr and ada lovelace are
all women scientists from the past. make a wallchart to display the following information:
a) when and where they lived
b) images of the women and their scientifc achievements
c) some of the things they are best known for
4. interviewing a woman scientist, engineer or technologist.
interview a scientist, an engineer or a technologist to fnd out what life is for people
who work in those felds. fnd out if they have encountered obstacles in their
professional career because they were women.

teaching guide and materials for schools:
http://institucional.us.es/cientifcas/en/

“...but the best is still to come:
because you represent the future!”

from left to right: maría josé jiménez, isabel fernández, clara grima, francisco vega, maría del carmen romero
and adela muñoz, creators of the play women scientists: past, present and future.

raquel gu loves to draw: she started as soon as she was old enough
to hold a pencil – and hasn’t stopped since! she is the author
of illustrated books for children, comics and humorous titles.
her cartoons and drawings have also appeared in numerous books
by other authors, and in media outlets including
jot down, principia and el jueves.

tim gutteridge is an omnivorous translator, whose work includes
thrillers, literary fction, theatre, TV scripts... and comics.
originally from scotland, he now lives in cádiz (andalusia) with
his well-behaved children and his unruly labradors.

